
If your employees have multiple accounts earmarked for retirement—
whether they include a 401(k) from a past job or an IRA—it can be  
hard to keep track of those different accounts and make sure they’re 
aligned with their retirement goals overall. When saving and investing 
for retirement, it’s especially important to make sure that their total 
retirement investments have the appropriate risk level for their unique 
situation. Fortunately, Morningstar® ByAllAccounts®, an account 
aggregation service now integrated in Morningstar® Retirement 
ManagerSM, is designed to make it easier to bring your employees’  
total financial picture into focus.  

ByAllAccounts allows Morningstar Retirement Manager to link and pull 
information from these other accounts, including their balances and how 
they’re invested. Account information is refreshed each time users visit 
the service, which we recommend they do quarterly. Having access to 
these details can help us provide a more tailored strategy for your 
employees, as well as overall asset allocation guidance to help them 
invest those accounts.  

ByAllAccounts can link a range of account types that are specifically 
earmarked for retirement, including those held by a spouse or partner. 
These account types include: 

g 401k  
g 401a 
g 403b  
g 457b  
g Brokerage/Taxable
g Roth IRA 

From there, they’ll be able to select or enter the financial institution and 
enter their login credentials for the account. After their account has been 
linked, they can select Import Data to pull the account details into 
Morningstar Retirement Manager.   
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Note: Account availability is determined by the account’s custodian.

Syncing their accounts  
Morningstar Retirement Manager users follow an easy process to sync 
their outside accounts. To start, they’ll navigate to the service through 
their plan provider’s website as they normally do. When they get to the 
page with their account(s) shown in different tiles, they’ll see an 
option to select Link Accounts.  

For plan sponsor use only.

g Traditional IRA  
g SEP IRA 
g HSA Single  

(joint HSA accounts are not supported)  
g Taxable 

After importing their account information, users will see a new tile on 
their accounts page with the information that’s been aggregated. If users 
previously manually entered information about an outside account that 
they’ve now linked, it’s important that they delete the duplicate account. 

Refreshing their account
Once an account has been linked, the information about that account will 
refresh automatically each time users visit Morningstar Retirement 
Manager, which they should do every three months or anytime their 
financial situation materially changes. However, when users return to the 
service, they’ll see an option to Refresh Accounts as a back-up option  
to double-check that their accounts have imported the latest information.  
If an error message appears when they do, it could mean that their login 
credentials have changed and they need to re-link and import the account.  

Guidance for their outside accounts 
Morningstar Retirement Manager users will receive overall asset 
allocation guidance to help them invest any outside accounts they share 
with us. After syncing these accounts, our advice will be based on the 
information we’re able to draw from those accounts, including their 
balances and how they’re invested.es

 We will provide guidance for the overall risk level of any outside accounts 
and how they should be invested across specific asset classes. To note, 
users have to select investment options and apply those changes 
themselves since we do not manage these other accounts.e 
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